....AND NOW FOR THE NEWS.

The Library has been open for the first week of the school holidays for students to use. It was good to see students taking advantage of this opportunity and I’m sure the Library will repeat this in the future.

There is a display of Cambridge Checkpoints are in the library for students needing top tips for the exam preparation.

Study skill sessions are always available for students with Rachel Cross. Please don’t hesitate to contact her and she will organise times available. Rachel is such a motivated teacher with the sole focus of helping students be their best.

Have you seen our new flat screen TV. It has been a great way to advertise and promote school and library events.

As usual Poem in your Pocket day was an interesting recital of original and classic poetry.

The competition between the houses for the Readers’ House Shield was fierce in 2014!!!

Take a look at the final scores for the Coolock houses.

Could staff please start returning books which they will are no longer needing for 2015. You will all be receiving an email with a list of your current loans over the next few weeks.

Order your resources for next year via the library.
Just to show what we can do. I’ve added some Visual Search categories for art. These type of categories can be as broad or as detailed as you like. Here I have chosen Photography, Architecture, Fashion, Ceramics, Sculpture and Surrealism.

So head to the library catalogue and click on Visual Search. Don’t forget that we do the hard work for you, tell us what you want and we will do the rest.

---

**COOLOCK LIBGUIDE**

**Do you have some students who need more confidence during their presentations?**

In the Coolock Libguide there are some great tips to give students ideas to improve their presentations. Rachel Cross is always available to those students who would like help becoming better with their study skills.

The Study Help Libguide has also been recently updated. It provides students with strategies to be more organised and focused.

---

**TV PROGRAM REQUEST THROUGH TO YOUR LIBRARY.**

ccblibrary@ccb.vic.edu.au

**INTERESTING LINKS**

- New Coolock Books
- Year 10 Study Skills Sessions
- Libguide Research Tools
- Bibliography Guidelines
- AV Troubleshooting
New for students in our Library is World Book Advanced. It is a one stop shop for all students. Easy to access online through the Coolock Libguide.

- World Book Dictionary
- A great online Atlas. With only a few clicks you can narrow in on most places.
- World Newspapers
- Explore the world. Great interactive country pages.
- Today in History.
- Explore Victoria.
- Ebook centre which contains fiction and non-fiction ebooks in nine different languages.
RECENTLY ADDED RESOURCES ON TAP


Six part series which includes historical footage. Bringing together forgotten and rare footage, this 6-part series provides a ground-breaking portrait of WWII that depicts not only its complexity, but the perspectives of both its victims and its victors. Tonight’s episode looks at the rise of Nazism from 1933 and the 1939 invasion of Poland. (From SBS program guide) Rated: M.

APOCALYPSE, WORLD WAR I.

Fury, Fear, Hell, Rage, Deliverance.

On June 28th, 1914, the assassination of an obscure Austrian archduke in Sarajevo triggers the most disastrous conflict the world has ever known. Germany becomes an enemy to France, invades Belgium, and in September arrives at the gates of Paris. (tv.org/program) Rated: M.

Amazing grace

A separation

Dana Vulin: the girl behind the mask

Monthy Python’s Life of Brian

Blue Planet. Part 2.

Out of the kitchen. Australian Story

The Blue planet. Part 1

Wild Burma: nature’s lost kingdom. Part 2

NEW TEACHERS RESOURCES

Each novel unit provides a story synopsis, and learning activities related to the different parts of each novel – the orientation, the sequence of events that lead to the complication and the resolution. All of the Units include a range of motivating activities that encourage the students to explore themes that are of universal importance, such as how we grow and change, how we decide what and who are important in our lives, how we deal with grief and loss, and how stories and language can help us express our feelings and connect with other people who lived many years ago’ - website

MATHS

ALSO AVAILABLE
NEW TEACHERS RESOURCES

Summary: Restorative practice is a proven approach to discipline in schools which favours relationships over retribution, and has been shown to improve both discipline and teaching and learning. However, in order for it to work, restorative practice needs a restorative school culture. Implementing Restorative Practice in Schools explains what has to happen in a school in order for it to become truly restorative. Section 1 explains the potential of restorative practice in schools, describing the positive outcomes for students and teachers. It also outlines the measures that need to be in place in order to embed restorative practice. Section 2 examines the process of managing change - how to lead collaboratively and implement a restorative approach within schools at an organisational level - providing realistic and pragmatic guidance on the practical and emotional barriers that may be encountered. (Publisher)

Summary: This book has been specifically designed to provide a simple, no-frills, combined self-help textbook and workbook in basic literacy and numeracy.

Summary: 'This edition of Basic Building and Construction Skills Revised Edition provides learners with the fundamental skills and basic knowledge for the building and construction industry. It has been fully updated to reflect present-day building practices.

Summary: The Design of Future Educational Interfaces provides a new multidisciplinary synthesis of educational interface research. It explains how computer interfaces can be redesigned to better support our ability to produce ideas, think, and solve problems successfully in national priority areas such as science and mathematics.

CCB Libguides will give your students the extra assistance they need for their assignments.

Email
NEW BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY

INTERESTING WEBSITES

**English: exams and examination reports.**
Exam specifications and advice - Past exams and examination reports - Other information for VCE English

**Australian poetry library**
This site contains over 42,000 Australian poems, and various critical and contextual resources relating to them. The website is searchable by poem, poet or phrase.'

**Biointeractive**
'Scientists at Howard Hughes Medical Institute are committed to providing quality teaching resources to advance science education in high schools and universities. A range of engaging and relevant multimedia resources are available including virtual labs, weekly images, animations and video'

**Dust echoes: ancient stories, new voices**
'Dust Echoes is a series of twelve beautifully animated dreamtime stories from Central Arnhem Land, telling stories of love, loyalty, duty to country and aboriginal custom and law'

**World Food clock**
'This thought provoking website provides a clock running production of food, the amount con-